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Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and also provides the
necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form the American
experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S.
history, considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy)
and bottom up (eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Barack Obama’s lucid vision of America’s place in the world and call for a new kind of politics that
builds upon our shared understandings as Americans, based on his years in the Senate “In our lowdown, dispiriting era, Obama’s talent for
proposing humane, sensible solutions with uplifting, elegant prose does fill one with hope.”—Michael Kazin, The Washington Post In July
2004, four years before his presidency, Barack Obama electrified the Democratic National Convention with an address that spoke to
Americans across the political spectrum. One phrase in particular anchored itself in listeners’ minds, a reminder that for all the discord and
struggle to be found in our history as a nation, we have always been guided by a dogged optimism in the future, or what Obama called “the
audacity of hope.” The Audacity of Hope is Barack Obama’s call for a different brand of politics—a politics for those weary of bitter
partisanship and alienated by the “endless clash of armies” we see in congress and on the campaign trail; a politics rooted in the faith,
inclusiveness, and nobility of spirit at the heart of “our improbable experiment in democracy.” He explores those forces—from the fear of
losing to the perpetual need to raise money to the power of the media—that can stifle even the best-intentioned politician. He also writes, with
surprising intimacy and self-deprecating humor, about settling in as a senator, seeking to balance the demands of public service and family
life, and his own deepening religious commitment. At the heart of this book is Barack Obama’s vision of how we can move beyond our
divisions to tackle concrete problems. He examines the growing economic insecurity of American families, the racial and religious tensions
within the body politic, and the transnational threats—from terrorism to pandemic—that gather beyond our shores. And he grapples with the role
that faith plays in a democracy—where it is vital and where it must never intrude. Underlying his stories is a vigorous search for connection:
the foundation for a radically hopeful political consensus. Only by returning to the principles that gave birth to our Constitution, Obama says,
can Americans repair a political process that is broken, and restore to working order a government that has fallen dangerously out of touch
with millions of ordinary Americans. Those Americans are out there, he writes—“waiting for Republicans and Democrats to catch up with
them.”
Chekhov is a unique force in modern drama. His works have long been cherished for their brilliant wit and unusual ability to provide striking
insights into the human condition. In these stunning, individually published translations of three of Chekhov's most popular and beloved plays,
Laurence Senelick presents a fresh perspective on the master playwright and his groundbreaking dramas. This volume illuminates the
timeless trials of art and love and bring Chekhov's memorable characters to life. Each of these three plays showcases the hallmark features
of a Chekhov classic: clashing desires, complex family dynamics, the individual's loss of balance and sense of identity in the shifting
eruptions of society and a modernizing Russia, and the angst of artistic struggle and ambition. Supplementing each of the plays are an
account of Chekhov's life, a note on the translation, introductions to each work, and variant lines - often removed due to government
censorship - which illuminate the context in which they were written and shed light on Chekhov's work as a playwright. These editions are the
perfect guides to enriching our understanding of this great dramatist or to staging a production.
Built on the keystones of rhetoric, Everyone's an Author provides a strong foundation for authoring in the digital age: in college essays, but
also on Twitter; in print, but also online; with words, but also with sound, video, and images. It shows students that the rhetorical skills they
already use in social media, in their home and religious communities, at work and in other nonacademic contexts are the same ones they'll
need to succeed in college. Examples and readings drawn from across multiple media and dealing with topics that matter to students today
make this a book that everyone who takes first-year writing will relate to.
A pocket-sized handbook that's easy to use and covers the kinds of writing college students need to do. The Little Seagull Handbook offers
the kind of succinct advice students need about grammar, punctuation, documentation, and the writing process—an in addition, it covers the
kinds of writing they are most often assigned—reports, analyses, narratives, and more. The second edition includes unique help for students
whose primary language is not English. Available in two versions—with and without exercises.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the most acclaimed books of our time:
an unforgettable memoir about a young woman who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn a PhD from
Cambridge University “Extraordinary . . . an act of courage and self-invention.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF
THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics Circle’s Award In Autobiography and John
Leonard Prize For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los Angeles Times Book Prize Born to survivalists in the mountains of
Idaho, Tara Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Her family was so isolated from mainstream society that there
was no one to ensure the children received an education, and no one to intervene when one of Tara’s older brothers became violent. When
another brother got himself into college, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. Her quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her over
oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge University. Only then would she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still
a way home. “Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite the singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions her book poses are universal:
How much of ourselves should we give to those we love? And how much must we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • Time • NPR • Good Morning America • San Francisco
Chronicle • The Guardian • The Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm • Refinery29 • Bloomberg • Self •
Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle • Paste • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • LibraryReads • Book Riot • Pamela Paul, KQED •
New York Public Library
Flexible, easy to use, just enough detail?and now the number-one best seller. With just enough detail ? and color-coded links that send
students to more detail if they need it ? this is the rhetoric that tells students what they need to know and resists the temptation to tell them
everything there is to know. Designed for easy reference ? with menus, directories, and a combined glossary/index. The Third Edition has
new chapters on academic writing, choosing genres, writing online, and choosing media, as well as new attention to multimodal writing. The
Norton Field Guide to Writing is available with a handbook, an anthology, or both ? and all versions are now available as low-cost ebooks.
In the Hugo-award winning, epic New York Times Bestseller and basis for the BBC miniseries, two men change England's history when they
bring magic back into the world. In the midst of the Napoleonic Wars in 1806, most people believe magic to have long since disappeared from
England - until the reclusive Mr. Norrell reveals his powers and becomes an overnight celebrity. Another practicing magician then emerges:
the young and daring Jonathan Strange. He becomes Norrell's pupil, and the two join forces in the war against France. But Strange is
increasingly drawn to the wild, most perilous forms of magic, and he soon risks sacrificing his partnership with Norrell and everything else he
holds dear. Susanna Clarke's brilliant first novel is an utterly compelling epic tale of nineteenth-century England and the two magicians who,
first as teacher and pupil and then as rivals, emerge to change its history.
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The story of a notorious New York eccentric and the journalist who chronicled his life: “A little masterpiece of observation and storytelling”
(Ian McEwan). Joseph Mitchell was a cornerstone of the New Yorker staff for decades, but his prolific career was shattered by an
extraordinary case of writer’s block. For the final thirty-two years of his life, Mitchell published nothing. And the key to his silence may lie in
his last major work: the biography of a supposed Harvard grad turned Greenwich Village tramp named Joe Gould. Gould was, in Mitchell’s
words, “an odd and penniless and unemployable little man who came to this city in 1916 and ducked and dodged and held on as hard as he
could for over thirty-five years.” As Mitchell learns more about Gould’s epic Oral History—a reputedly nine-million-word collection of
philosophizing, wanderings, and hearsay—he eventually uncovers a secret that adds even more intrigue to the already unusual story of the
local legend. Originally written as two separate pieces (“Professor Sea Gull” in 1942 and then “Joe Gould’s Secret” twenty-two years later),
this magnum opus captures Mitchell at his peak. As the reader comes to understand Gould’s secret, Mitchell’s words become all the more
haunting. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Joseph Mitchell including rare images from the author’s estate.
Includes model student research papers demonstrating four academic styles: MLA, APA, Chicago, and CSE.
A classic work of American literature that has not stopped changing minds and lives since it burst onto the literary scene, The Things They
Carried is a ground-breaking meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of storytelling. The Things They Carried
depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and the character
Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam to become a father and writer at the age of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high
school classrooms to graduate seminars in creative writing—it has become required reading for any American and continues to challenge
readers in their perceptions of fact and fiction, war and peace, courage and fear and longing. The Things They Carried won France's
prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre Etranger and the Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Book Critics Circle Award.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER · USA TODAY BESTSELLER “The Boy, the Mole, the Fox
and the Horse is not only a thought-provoking, discussion-worthy story, the book itself is an object of art.”- The New York Times From the
revered British illustrator, a modern fable for all ages that explores life’s universal lessons, featuring 100 color and black-and-white drawings.
“What do you want to be when you grow up?” asked the mole. “Kind,” said the boy. Charlie Mackesy offers inspiration and hope in uncertain
times in this beautiful book based on his famous quartet of characters. The Boy, the Mole, the Fox, and the Horse explores their unlikely
friendship and the poignant, universal lessons they learn together. Radiant with Mackesy’s warmth and gentle wit, The Boy, the Mole, the
Fox, and the Horse blends hand-written narrative with dozens of drawings, including some of his best-loved illustrations (including “Help,”
which has been shared over one million times) and new, never-before-seen material. A modern classic in the vein of The Tao of Pooh, The
Alchemist, and The Giving Tree, this charmingly designed keepsake will be treasured for generations to come.
This small handbook covers all aspects of the specific kinds of writing college students will do, organized around the categories of write,
research, edit, and exercise. New for the third edition: "Editing the Errors That Matter," an updated MLA section, two new genre chapters, and
new coverage of the use of "singular they."
"Easy to use and easy to afford, The Little Seagull Handbook is the #1 brief handbook because students say it has a positive impact on their
writing. Intuitive organization, color-coding, and jargon-free instruction for common kinds of writing make it a reference tool that student
writers truly use. This edition includes NEW advice for conducting research as it's done online today, NEW student model essays, and a
NEW chapter on writing summary/response essays"-There is nothing interesting about Ray Eccles. He knows it himself. On the morning of his fortieth birthday, he goes for a walk because he’s
just learned of a dormant Second World War explosive offshore, and he’s the kind of man who thinks a bomb might be good company. As he
gazes at the sea, a woman in the distance suddenly turns to face him—and a dying seagull falls from the sky, knocking him unconscious.
When Ray wakes up, he’s inexplicably compelled to paint the woman’s image, obsessively and repeatedly: initially on any paper he can find
in his house, and thereafter on the walls, using any materials that come to hand, including food and bodily fluids. Discovered by a power
couple of Outsider Art, he becomes one of the most celebrated artists of the century, and soon even small-town newspapers are covering his
work—which is how Jennifer, the woman on the beach, discovers she’s the subject of the paintings that have set the world on fire, leading her
to wonder if a man she’s never met is the only person who has ever really seen her. Man with a Seagull on His Head is a novel about the
impossibility of ever really knowing anyone, and the electric charge that comes from real if unexpected connection. Beautiful, lyrical, and
strangely moving, it heralds a wonderful and original new voice.
Help students realize their power as authors
Shortlisted for the 2021 Booker Prize Longlisted for the 2021 National Book Award for Fiction A heartrending new novel from the Pulitzer
Prize–winning and #1 New York Times best-selling author of The Overstory. Named one of the Most Anticipated Books of 2021 by
Newsweek, Los Angeles Times, New York Magazine, Chicago Tribune, BuzzFeed, BookPage, Goodreads, Literary Hub, The Millions, New
Statesman, and Times of London The astrobiologist Theo Byrne searches for life throughout the cosmos while single-handedly raising his
unusual nine-year-old, Robin, following the death of his wife. Robin is a warm, kind boy who spends hours painting elaborate pictures of
endangered animals. He’s also about to be expelled from third grade for smashing his friend in the face. As his son grows more troubled,
Theo hopes to keep him off psychoactive drugs. He learns of an experimental neurofeedback treatment to bolster Robin’s emotional control,
one that involves training the boy on the recorded patterns of his mother’s brain… With its soaring descriptions of the natural world, its
tantalizing vision of life beyond, and its account of a father and son’s ferocious love, Bewilderment marks Richard Powers’s most intimate
and moving novel. At its heart lies the question: How can we tell our children the truth about this beautiful, imperiled planet?
A gentleman scribes penny dreadful novels by night and falls in love with a woman who is a music teacher by day--and a thief at night.
LONDON 1865 From the moment Hollis Darby meets Ana Newport, he's smitten. Even though he's from a wealthy, established family and
she isn't, he wishes he could have a life with her by his side. But Hollis has a secret: the deep coffers that have kept his family afloat for
generations are bare, so he supports himself by writing penny dreadfuls under a pseudonym. If not for the income from his novels, he would
be broke. Ana Newport also has a secret. Though she once had a place in society thanks to her father's successful business, bankruptcy and
scandal reduced his fortune to nothing more than a crumbling town house. So Ana teaches music during the day, and at night she assumes
the identity of the "Phantom Fox." She breaks into the homes of the wealthy to reclaim trinkets and treasures she feels were unjustly stolen
from her family when they were struggling. When Hollis's brother needs to hire a music tutor for his daughter, Hollis recommends Ana, giving
him a chance to spend time with her. Ana needs the income and is eager for the opportunity to get to know the enigmatic gentleman. What
neither of them expects is how difficult it will be to keep their respective secrets from each other. When a spree of robberies rocks the city,
Ana and Hollis join forces to solve the crimes, discovering that working together deepens the affection between them. After all, who better to
save the day than a gentleman and a thief?
Provides basic information about the biology, life cycles, and behavior of birds, along with brief profiles of each of the eighty bird families in
North America.
An ethologist shows man to be a gene machine whose world is one of savage competition and deceit
A seemingly ordinary village participates in a yearly lottery to determine a sacrificial victim.
The birth of Jesus has been well chronicled, as have his glorious teachings, acts, and divine sacrifice after his thirtieth birthday. But no one
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knows about the early life of the Son of God, the missing years -- except Biff, the Messiah's best bud, who has been resurrected to tell the
story in the divinely hilarious yet heartfelt work "reminiscent of Vonnegut and Douglas Adams" (Philadelphia Inquirer). Verily, the story Biff has
to tell is a miraculous one, filled with remarkable journeys, magic, healings, kung fu, corpse reanimations, demons, and hot babes. Even the
considerable wiles and devotion of the Savior's pal may not be enough to divert Joshua from his tragic destiny. But there's no one who loves
Josh more -- except maybe "Maggie," Mary of Magdala -- and Biff isn't about to let his extraordinary pal suffer and ascend without a fight.
Because he spends so much time perfecting his flying form instead of concentrating on getting food, a seagull is ostracized by the rest of the
flock.
"Easy to use and easy to afford, The Little Seagull Handbook is the #1 brief handbook because students say it has a positive impact on their
writing. Intuitive organization, color-coding, and jargon-free instruction for common kinds of writing make it a reference tool that student
writers truly use. This edition includes new advice for conducting research as it's done online today, new student model essays, and a new
chapter on writing summary/response essays"--

Inspire and engage at an affordable price
The Little Seagull Handbook (Second Edition)W. W. Norton
"Cats, books, young love, and adventure: catnip for a variety of readers!" –Kirkus “Bibliophiles will dote on this charming
import from Japan, smoothly translated by Louise Heal Kawai." – Library Journal From the #1 bestselling author in Japan
comes a celebration of books, cats, and the people who love them, infused with the heartwarming spirit of The Guest Cat
and The Travelling Cat Chronicles. Bookish high school student Rintaro Natsuki is about to close the secondhand
bookstore he inherited from his beloved bookworm grandfather. Then, a talking cat appears with an unusual request. The
feline asks for—or rather, demands—the teenager’s help in saving books with him. The world is full of lonely books left
unread and unloved, and the cat and Rintaro must liberate them from their neglectful owners. Their mission sends this
odd couple on an amazing journey, where they enter different mazes to set books free. Through their travels, the cat and
Rintaro meet a man who leaves his books to perish on a bookshelf, an unwitting book torturer who cuts the pages of
books into snippets to help people speed read, and a publishing drone who only wants to create bestsellers. Their
adventures culminate in one final, unforgettable challenge—the last maze that awaits leads Rintaro down a realm only the
bravest dare enter . . . An enthralling tale of books, first love, fantasy, and an unusual friendship with a talking cat, The
Cat Who Saved Books is a story for those for whom books are so much more than words on paper. Translated from the
Japanese by Louise Heal Kawai.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST
50 YEARS In this iconic memoir of his early days, Barack Obama “guides us straight to the intersection of the most
serious questions of identity, class, and race” (The Washington Post Book World). “Quite extraordinary.”—Toni Morrison
In this lyrical, unsentimental, and compelling memoir, the son of a black African father and a white American mother
searches for a workable meaning to his life as a black American. It begins in New York, where Barack Obama learns that
his father—a figure he knows more as a myth than as a man—has been killed in a car accident. This sudden death inspires
an emotional odyssey—first to a small town in Kansas, from which he retraces the migration of his mother’s family to
Hawaii, and then to Kenya, where he meets the African side of his family, confronts the bitter truth of his father’s life, and
at last reconciles his divided inheritance. Praise for Dreams from My Father “Beautifully crafted . . . moving and candid . .
. This book belongs on the shelf beside works like James McBride’s The Color of Water and Gregory Howard Williams’s
Life on the Color Line as a tale of living astride America’s racial categories.”—Scott Turow “Provocative . . . Persuasively
describes the phenomenon of belonging to two different worlds, and thus belonging to neither.”—The New York Times
Book Review “Obama’s writing is incisive yet forgiving. This is a book worth savoring.”—Alex Kotlowitz, author of There
Are No Children Here “One of the most powerful books of self-discovery I’ve ever read, all the more so for its
illuminating insights into the problems not only of race, class, and color, but of culture and ethnicity. It is also beautifully
written, skillfully layered, and paced like a good novel.”—Charlayne Hunter-Gault, author of In My Place “Dreams from My
Father is an exquisite, sensitive study of this wonderful young author’s journey into adulthood, his search for community
and his place in it, his quest for an understanding of his roots, and his discovery of the poetry of human life. Perceptive
and wise, this book will tell you something about yourself whether you are black or white.”—Marian Wright Edelman
The classic reader that has introduced millions of students to the essay as a genre.
From the World's No. 1 Storyteller, James and the Giant Peach is a children's classic that has captured young reader's
imaginations for generations. One of TIME MAGAZINE’s 100 Best Fantasy Books of All Time After James Henry
Trotter's parents are tragically eaten by a rhinoceros, he goes to live with his two horrible aunts, Spiker and Sponge. Life
there is no fun, until James accidentally drops some magic crystals by the old peach tree and strange things start to
happen. The peach at the top of the tree begins to grow, and before long it's as big as a house. Inside, James meets a
bunch of oversized friends—Grasshopper, Centipede, Ladybug, and more. With a snip of the stem, the peach starts rolling
away, and the great adventure begins! Roald Dahl is the author of numerous classic children’s stories including Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory, Matilda, The BFG, and many more! “James and the Giant Peach remains a favorite among
kids and parents alike nearly 60 years after it was first published, thanks to its vivid imagery, vibrant characters and
forthright exploration of mature themes like death and hope.” —TIME Magazine
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's Adventures in Wonderland), from 1865, is the peculiar and imaginative tale of
a girl who falls down a rabbit-hole into a bizarre world of eccentric and unusual creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent
example of the genre of "literary nonsense" has endured in popularity with its clever way of playing with logic and a
narrative structure that has influence generations of fiction writing.
THIS TITLE HAS BEEN UPDATED TO REFLECT THE 2016 MLA UPDATE. The best-selling book on academic writing
in use at more than 1,500 schools. "
Great Russian playwright's tragic masterpiece portrays the inner anguish of a tormented artist who burns with unrequited love. Acclaimed as
a prototype of 20th-century drama, it brilliantly reveals the universal tragedy of ruined hopes and dreams.
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In the Mideast, words shoot to kill. On the pages of the New Yorker, Romeo IMs Juliet. In India, operators in customer service call centers are
required to speak English with an American accent and to be able to make small talk about the Super Bowl. Closer to home, ABC News
offers up a linguistic profiling quiz. And George Orwell continues to lament the state of politics and the English language.
Meet Enzo, the unforgettable canine narrator of this bittersweet and transformative story of family, love, loyalty, and hope. Enzo is a
philosopher with a nearly human soul, and he's gained a wealth of knowledge from hours spent in front of the TV.
"An engaging collection of 65 short essays organized by the writing strategies all writers use: narration, description, comparison, and more.
Organized by rhetorical patterns, readings are 2 - 3 pages long and are written by contemporary authors. From Trevor Noah, Ocean Vuong,
and Jesmyn Ward to Amy Tan, Mike Rose, and Martin Luther King Jr., The Norton Sampler offers writing by contemporary & classic authors
on topics students want to read about. New readings and thematic clusters on "Whose Stories Get Heard?," social justice, and overcoming
adversity make the 10th edition the most inspiring yet. The new Chapter 1, "Reading like a Writer," gives students strategies and examples
for reading actively and critically-including innovative new templates for previewing and annotating a text. The Norton Sampler features
practical writing instruction, including templates to get students started writing, chapters on developing a thesis and writing paragraphs, and
tips for dealing with predictable errors. An appendix provides guidelines for MLA style documentation"-Introduction to Sociology adheres to the scope and sequence of a typical introductory sociology course. In addition to comprehensive
coverage of core concepts, foundational scholars, and emerging theories, we have incorporated section reviews with engaging questions,
discussions that help students apply the sociological imagination, and features that draw learners into the discipline in meaningful ways.
Although this text can be modified and reorganized to suit your needs, the standard version is organized so that topics are introduced
conceptually, with relevant, everyday experiences.
A side from her Pulitzer Prize-winning talent as a novel writer, Edith Wharton also distinguished herself as a short story writer, publishing
more than seventy-two stories in ten volumes during her lifetime. The best of her short fiction is collected here in Roman Fever and Other
Stories. From her picture of erotic love and illegitimacy in the title story to her exploration of the aftermath of divorce detailed in "Souls
Belated" and "The Last Asset," Wharton shows her usual skill "in dissecting the elements of emotional subtleties, moral ambiguities, and the
implications of social restrictions," as Cynthia Griffin Wolff writes in her introduction. Roman Fever and Other Stories is a surprisingly
contemporary volume of stories by one of our most enduring writers.
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